
NAUTICATS SILENT AUCTION 

 
 

NAUTICATS VOLUNTEER BUYOUT! 

June 5th, June 12th, June 19th and June 26th 

YES!!!! IT’S HERE! THE VOLUNTEER BUYOUT!  We are offering the chance for our Nauticats volunteers to “pay their way” out of a volunteer 

spot at our swim meets.  Each remaining swim meet will have one volunteer buyout offered up in auction for the first half, and one volunteer 

buyout offered up in auction for the second half.  If you are scheduled to work a particular meet, check it out to consider bidding on your half 

of the meet!  If you win that auction, then you just pay the amount you bid and you don’t have to volunteer for that specific spot!  

 

Remember, there are only eight spots up for auction. There will be one spot per each half of each remaining meet.  We are limiting the 

maximum number of volunteer spot buyouts to 2 spots per family, so pick your best two spots and go for it!  Unfortunately, we cannot offer 

these buyouts to our beloved officials.  We appreciate you so much, we just can’t spare you!  

Bidding starts at $40 per volunteer spot and increases in increments of $5. 

 

 

NAUTICATS HEAD COACH FOR A DAY! 

Does your swimmer dream of the day they can be one of our Nauticats Swim coaches?  This is their opportunity!   

Your swimmer will shadow our head coaches for a set of practices and learn the ropes of this important job, while taking a turn at leading the 

team.  Bidding starts at $15 and increases in increments of $5.  

 

 

NAUTICATS ROCKSTAR PARKING  

(3 spots available for auction) 

Park in the best spot for all Nauticats events at the pool until the Welcome Back Dinner next year! 

Each spot is a separate auction. Bidding Begins at $75 and increases in $5 increments. 

 

 

NAUTICATS VIP TENT  

JUNE 12th, June 19th, June 26th! 

 (Each date is a separate auction) 

Roll into the NAUTICATS parking lot into your VIP PARKING SPOT and stroll on over to your NAUTICATS VIP TENT that has ALREADY been 

set up for you! Enjoy snacks, Gatorade, cold water, two chairs, a bamboo floor/ground mat, a small folding table, and use of Gloria’s famous 

Swamp Cooler Air Conditioner! Make a home meet morning a breeze and let us do the prep work for you.  

Bidding starts at $50 and increases in increments of $5. 

 

SPORTI NAUTICATS SWIM GEAR BASKET! 

Enjoy all of these swimming swag items!  This auction item includes: a mesh backpack (essential for swimmers!) a kickboard, a swimmer pull 

buoy, sports towel, anti-fog goggles, 2 silicone swim caps (blue and yellow).  Bidding starts at $25 and increases in increments of $5.  

 

FOURTH OF JULY GIFT BUCKET 

Enjoy this Fourth of July gift “bucket”.  This bucket includes: party decorations for the Fourth of July, plates, napkins, pool toys, Americana 

pool float and a JELLO SHOT KIT (Lone Star Vodka, Jello, & cups).   

Bidding starts at $15 and increases in $5 increments. 

 

 

NAUTICATS EMBROIDERED 2 TOWEL SET  

Enjoy these TWO Yellow striped MATCHING NAUTICATS towels!  

 Bidding starts at $25 and increases in increments of $5. 

 

 

NAUTICATS BLUE COFFEEE TUMBLER (large) 

Enjoy this NAUTICATS themed coffee tumbler customized by our own Gloria Summey!  Bidding starts at $15 and increases in increments of 

$5. 

 

NAUTICATS YELLOW COFFEEE TUMBLER (small) 

Enjoy this NAUTICATS themed coffee tumbler customized by our own Gloria Summey!  Bidding starts at $10 and increases in increments of 

$5. 

 

NAUTICATS BLUE COFFEEE TUMBLER (small) 

Enjoy this NAUTICATS themed coffee tumbler customized by our own Gloria Summey!  Bidding starts at $10 and increases in increments of 

$5. 

 

 

 

 

 



FUN HOT DOG FLOATY Gift BAG! 

Enjoy this pineapple printed, handy insulated bag filled with swimming goodies such as: two pairs of goggles, a spare goggle strap, hydro 

volleyball, two insulated flip top water bottles, a waterproof blue tooth speaker and a FUN HOT DOG FLOATY!  Bidding starts at $25 and 

increases in increments of $5.  

 

 

Gloria’s Swamp Cooler Air Conditioner!   Regular Ice  

You’ve seen it at our swim meets! You’ve wondered and wanted one too! Well NOW is your chance! Stay cool in your tent at Nauticats swim 

meets! GLORIA’S FAMOUS SWAMP COOLER AIRE CONDITIONER works like a charm! This SWAMP COOLER uses REGULAR ICE.  Bidding 

starts at $30 and increases in increments of $5. 

 

 

Gloria’s Swamp Cooler Air Conditioner! Dry Ice 

You’ve seen it at our swim meets! You’ve wondered and wanted one too! Well NOW is your chance! Stay cool in your tent at ALL of your 

NAUTICATS swim meets! GLORIA’S FAMOUS SWAMP COOLER AIR CONDITIONER works like a charm! This SWAMP COOLER uses DRY ICE.  

 Bidding starts at $30 and increases in increments of $5.  

 

 

NAUTICATS JUST ADD WATER  

Enjoy this NAUTICATS hat, blue drawstring bag and VERY special drink bottle! All items customized by our very own Gloria Summey!  

Bidding starts at $25 and increases in increments of $5.  

 

 

NAUTICATS SWIM HARD DREAM BIG! 

Enjoy this NAUTICATS visor, yellow drawstring bag and VERY special SWIM HARD DREAM BIG drink bottle! All items customized by our very 

own Gloria Summey!  Bidding starts at $25 and increases in increments of $5.  

 

 

“KISSED BY THE SUN” 

ACQUA MEDSPA Gift Basket 

Enjoy this gift package put together by Nauticats Mom, Dr. Kim Carpin of ACQUA MEDSPA!  This Auction includes: A Hydrafacial + LED light 

therapy at ACQUA MEDSPA, an awesome Elta MD canvas bag, and Elta MD Broad Spectrum SPF 45 full body water resistant sunscreen!   

Bidding starts at $25 and increases in increments of $5. 

 

SWIM WITH HEART NAUTICATS TOWEL AND BOTTLE SET 

Enjoy this awesome BLUE STRIPED AND EMBROIDERED NAUTICATS towel!   PLUS, enjoy this NAUTICATS themed drink bottle, SWIM WITH 

HEART, customized by our own Gloria Summey.   

Bidding starts at $25 and increases in increments of $5. 

 

JUST KEEP SWIMMING Gift BAG! 

Enjoy this handy insulated bag filled with swimming goodies and a hoodie! JUST KEEP SWIMMING! This gift bag includes: TWO Nauticats 

themed water bottles (thank you Gloria Summey!), 2 pairs goggles, extra goggle strap, swim cap, blue tooth shower speaker, towel and of 

course the HOODIE (adult medium)!  Bidding starts at $30 and increases in increments of $5.  

 

 

 


